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KING John of England bears an evil 

name in history, but he was an exceed-
ingly popular man in Somerset. In 
Bridgwater there is no doubt that he was 
for centuries looked upon as a great and 
true benefactor to the town. So, in a very 
real sense, he was, for in the early part of 
the thirteenth century kings possessed an 
enormous personal power ; they could by 
a stroke of the pen make or mar a town, 
establish it, or let it languish in neglect. So 
when King John gave to his beloved and 
faithful William Briwere permission to 
fortify a castle, and further promised that  
Bridgwater shall be a free borough, and that 
there be a free market there, and a fair every 
year that shall last during eight days, that is to 
say, from the day of the Nativity of the Blessed 
John Baptist, with the other liberties and free 
customs appertaining to a free borough, and to 
a market and fair, he conferred upon the 
place very tangible benefits, and gave to it 
its first badge of recognised municipal 
dignity. One detail of the King's bene-
faction was his grant of stallage i.e. the 
right of erecting stalls in the fair, which 
afterwards grew into an important 
privilege.

By degrees four fairs came to be 
established in the town, which varied 
slightly as to their dates at different 
periods of the borough history. They were 
held (1) on the second Thursday in Lent 
(or on the first Monday in Lent) ; (2) at 
Midsummer, the 24th of June ; (3) on 
October 2nd, 3rd, and 4th (or at the latter 
end of September), known as the celeb-
rated St. Matthew's Fair ; and (4) on 
December 27th or 28th ; as well as a great 
market for the sale of cattle on the last 
Thursday in November. The various 
changes of date of these fairs need not be 
recorded. At present the Bridgwater fairs 
are publicly advertised to be held on the 
last Wednesday in January, in March, and 
in June ; also (St. Matthew's Fair) on the 
last Wednesday in September and the two 
following days. The great winter cattle 
market-day is now the first Wednesday in 
December.

In few things have the customs of 
English life changed more completely 
than in the use which is now made of the 
fair-days, as compared with what the use 
was, say, a hundred or even sixty years 
ago. Before the time of railroads people 

travelled but little. A journey to London in 
a stage-coach was frequently the great 
event of a man's life, and the vast majority 
of people never made that journey at all. 
Those were, pre-eminently, stay-at-home 
days. Coach travelling was a costly 
matter, and it was usually confined to the 
rich, the well-to-do business man or 
merchant, the lady or gentleman 
travelling for pleasure, or those whom 
necessity obliged to journey from home. 
Neither was there then, amongst the great 
majority of persons, any great desire to 
travel. Their sober wishes never learned to 
stray. The bad state of the roads alone 
would have curtailed their means of 
travel, even had they wished for it. Riding 
on horseback was the usual mode of 
travel before the coaching days came, and 
even that was a luxury limited to the few. 
Great numbers of people in the villages 
lived and died without even seeing any 
place more thrilling than the nearest 
market town, and there were some who 
never were known to have left the 
boundaries of their own parish. To say 
that our ancestors led lives far less tinted 
with excitement than our own is the 
simplest truism. With them the ceaseless 
routine of daily duties sufficed, news was 
scarce, letters were the rarest of luxuries ; 
the outside world went on its way 
heedless of the villages and their folk, 
while the latter plodded on through life 
almost equally heedless of the outer 
world. Men's wants were fewer then, and 
they were more easily satisfied.

This being so, any legitimate festivity 
or excitement which came in the way of 
people living in the villages, or even in 
towns such as Bridgwater, came as a 
welcome boon indeed. Christmas, Easter, 
Whitsuntide, Michaelmas, were great 
Church festivals, and they were 
celebrated with a zest which was quite 
unaffected and sincere. Apart from 
religious feeling, these time - honoured 
festivals brought gladness, social 
intercourse, feasting, and merry-making 
in their train, hence they were welcomed 
with glee, and looked forward to for 
many a long day beforehand. The 
Church's festivals, the village feast 
(frequently held on the day of the saint to 
whom the parish church was dedicated), 
the harvest home, and some rural festivit-
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ies came as happy interludes in lives 
which were monotonous in their routine, 
and circumscribed in all experiences that 
lay outside their intensely quiet lives. One 
of the most important of these was Bridg-
water Fair. St. Matthew's Fair was the 
great event, for it lasted three days ; the 
other three fairs were as minor satellites, 
overshadowed by the superior luminary.

Then, as well as the recreative and 
social side of the fairs, there was also the 
business aspect. The amount of business 
transacted at these gatherings was simply 
enormous, and far exceeding what is 
usually believed. Shops were in those 
days greatly inferior in scope and far 
fewer in number than now. But the 
manufacturers and merchants who were 
the great traders made it a point of custom 
to attend the great English fairs, either 
personally or by their representatives, and 
there were exhibited the rarest new 
productions, the most tempting bar- 
gains, and the newest improvements in 
the things which then ranked as the most 
widely-needed commodities of the hour. 
People from the villages round 
Bridgwater would take a house or 
lodgings for the whole fair-week. Thrifty 
housewives would lay in stores of cloth, 
or woollen goods, or boots and shoes for a 
whole year ahead. The amount of money 
which changed hands was very large in- 
deed. Merchants and dealers came 
prepared to sell, and men and women 
came fully prepared to buy ; old and well-
known business firms, trusted and tested, 
went the round of the chief English fairs 
year after year. In this way the business 
transactions at the popular gatherings 
grew to be very considerable ; the 
meetings constituted the most important 
mercantile and social events of the year. 
The Bridgwater Alfred newspaper for 
October 7th, 1833, wrote thus : —

Bridgwater Matthew's Fair on Wednesday 
was very numerously attended. The quantity 
of cheese pitched amounted to two hundred 
tons, but of this not more than eighty tons 
were sold. During the early part o( the day 
business was very slack ; there was a very 
small supply of old cheese of prime quality ; 
the best fetched 51s. 6d. per cwt. ; the prices 
ranged from 42s. to 51s. 6d., whilst skim 
cheese brought from 30s. to 34s. per cwt. The 
great factors had travelled round the marshes a 

week or ten days previously to the fair, and 
had purchased several picked lots of old cheese 
from prime dairies at considerably higher 
prices. The quantity of cheese taken away from 
the fair unsold was 120 tons. Fat beef only 
reached from 8s. to 9s. per score, but the 
quality was considered not so good as had 
usually been seen at this fair in former years. 
Lean cattle was in great abundance, so as to be 
quite a drug. Prices were accordingly very 
low; the present scarcity of feed, in 
consequence of the long continued drought, 
had caused the farmers to push out their lean 
stock in greater numbers than usual, for the 
purpose of economising fodder ; many were 
therefore driven home unsold. Fat sheep sold 
from 5d. to 6d. per lb., and lean sheep were so 
numerous as to be nearly unsaleable, for the 
reason given above as to cattle, there being no 
feed. In the Horse Fair cart colts of good figure 
sold at high prices, but inferior horses, from 
their great number, went off slowly, and many 
were taken home unsold. The scarcity of 
money was universally complained of, and 
this, added to the amazing supply of every 
article both of live and dead stock, usually 
exhibited at this fair, where so many persons 
were anxious to sell, that high prices could not 
be looked for, except the article wanted was of 
first-rate quality. There was a very great 
number of pickpockets and low gamblers 
present, so as to resemble a mob of thieves, but 
still we have not heard of many losses — 
indeed their numbers enabled those who had 
property about them to be upon their guard, 
and to take the necessary measures of 
protection. The supply of boots and shoes at 
this fair was immense ; there was at least a 
hundred standings of shoemakers, this being 
the great mart for those articles, and probably 
a greater stock was exhibited for sale here than 
at any other fair in the West of England. The 
weather being remarkably fine, the company 
on the second day, which may be called the 
Pleasure Fair, might have been compared to a 
rapid and overflowing tide, so that from the 
continual influx of people into the town it 
might have been thought that the whole 
population of Somersetshire had been 
congregated at Bridgwater.

At the St. Matthew's Fair of 1832 the 
same paper reported there was "a greater 
quantity of cheese pitched for sale than 
has been known for a number of years, 
the sale for which was rather dull in the 
early part of the morning, but towards the 
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close of the day nearly the whole was 
disposed of at the following prices : best 
from 50s. to 60s. ; seconds from 50s. to 
56s.; and inferior from 25s. to 28s. per cwt. 
Bacon from 6d. to 6½d. per lb.

"To prevent the dangerous consequences 
which might be fairly apprehended at this 
season from the crowds of strolling vagabonds 
which infest fairs, our Magistrates, with 
laudable attention to the public welfare, swore 
in thirty special constables, who, with the 
regular constabulary force, were employed in 
protecting the public from the inroads of these 
pests. Three persons were committed during 
the week for petty offences, and so successful 
were the precautionary measures taken by the 
Magistrates, that we have not heard of any of 
those instances of fraud and outrage which 
used to be so prevalent at St. Matthew's Fair."

An old inhabitant of the town, who has 
himself been present at many fairs many 
years ago, has given some details about 
them which show how very popular they 
were, and how much interest they 
aroused. A great quantity of cloth was 
brought to St. Matthew's Fair (and to the 
others) for sale by the manufacturers, 
notably from Yorkshire and from 
Trowbridge. They had their stalls in front 
of the Old Cock Inn and the adjacent 
cottages, in St. Matthew's fields. In one 
year in the thirties a spectator counted a 
hundred and fifty-two standings for the 
sale of boots and shoes. There were also 
from eight to a dozen blanket stalls, and 
abundance of stands for the sale of ready-
made clothes. Hatton from Taunton and 
Burnell from Bridgwater — at the Noah's 
Ark, at one time a tailor's shop — were 
noted clothiers, greatly in evidence. 
Hamlyn's ready- made clothes-shop, also, 
did a great trade at the fair. There were 
also on sale, at stands and stalls in St. 
Matthew's fields and elsewhere, pattens 
and clogs, millinery, ladies' caps, straw 
bonnets, umbrellas, washing blue, corks, 
bungs, toys of every description, 
gingerbread, sweets, coopers' goods, tubs 
and buckets, crockery in huge quantities, 
and eatables of every kind then in vogue. 
There was naturally a large supply of 
horses, ponies, beasts, sheep, meat, and 
agricultural produce generally. Two rows 
of booths were allotted to the sale of 
intoxicating liquors, almost forming a 
street. In West Street nearly every other 

house was licensed for the sale of drink, 
beer, and cider. Instruments of music 
played all along the streets, both within 
and without the houses ; on the upper 
floors (wisely propped up with poles as 
supports) dancing was vigorously 
indulged in. Blind fiddlers played. Out of 
the windows hung poles, covered with 
ribbons, little toy ships, pumpkins, 
vegetable marrows, with other delicacies, 
indicating that drink might be had within. 
West Street was an exceedingly busy and 
noisy place at fair times.

This by no means exhausts the 
attractions which St. Matthew's Fair 
presented. There were stalls for the sale of 
top hats — two of Jarman's stalls and two 
of Shute's. Two circuses — one was the 
famous Ryan's Circus — attended ; 
Lawrence's Theatre and Lismore's Theatre 
drew great crowds ; Wombwell's Wild 
Beast Show and Mr. Middleton's dancing 
dolls were in full evidence. The constables 
of the town had their hands full ; on 
Sundays it was their duty to see that the 
public-houses, and also the fair booths 
and licensed extra houses sold no drink 
during Church service hours. The days of 
police were not as yet ; constables living 
in various streets were responsible for 
keeping the peace, and in times of 
excitement it was necessary largely to 
augment their number. There was, it is to 
be feared, a good deal of gambling. 
Thimble-rigging and pricking the garter 
(two favourite games of chance), illegal as 
they were, were largely indulged in, and 
many a country lad was swindled out of 
his little savings for the fair's delights. The 
gathering, like other kindred institutions, 
had its bad as well as its useful side. There 
were evils, and there were some dangers, 
at Bridgwater Fair.

The other fairs were conducted on a 
minor scale, but they attracted great 
crowds, and much business was done. 
Cheeses abounded in vast quantities. 
They were placed along the sides of the 
street, reaching from where Messrs. 
Head's wine premises now stand, past the 
old Cheese House, along St. Mary's Street 
(south side) to Friarn Street (then known, 
at its northern part, as Horse Pool Street). 
They were ranged along this latter street 
for a little distance on both sides of the 
road ; down St. Mary's Street, on both 
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sides, for some distance towards where 
the South Gate was ; along Dampiet 
Street, and up St. Mary's Street (north 
side) as far as the Alexandra Inn. At the 
Midsummer fair cherry stalls extended 
from where Mr. Buffett's shop now 
stands, as far as to Messrs. Oliver's boot 
shop. At the Lent fair the same space was 
used for orange stalls. The boot and shoe 
stalls covered a very large space on the 
Cornhill, and the Yorkshire cloth 
standings also. Bootmakers from 
Langport, Bristol, and from some of the 
villages brought boots for sale ; the 
country tailors came in to buy their cloth. 
Purchasers tried on their shoes on the 
pavement ; every other place was full. The 
Midsummer horse fair was held in 
Eastover, where a great trade was done. 
Horses were placed on each side of the 
main street in Eastover, from the Globe 
Inn (where the Young Men's Christian 
Association now is) down as far as the 
Queen's Head. The Globe had splendid 
stabling, being an old coaching house. 
These particulars, of course, by no means 
exhaust or even fully indicate the details 
of the trade and commerce done at the 
four Bridgwater fairs. Almost everything 
movable that had any sale at all was 
brought into the fair. Purchasers came to 
buy what they wanted, and stayed to 
purchase what the sellers could persuade 
them to have. There was a great deal of 
haggling, for that was part of the process 
of sale and purchase in those days. The 
market, doubtless, ruled prices then as 
now. But at fairs so many things were 
sold which stood outside market-price 
rules, hence a prolonged contest between 
buyer and seller became inevitable. 
People had more leisure then ; there was 
less hurry. Bargaining was a pleasant 
occupation up to a certain point. It 
afforded opportunity for wit and for 
retort. It was pleasant to score off a 
salesman in the presence of a fellow-
purchaser. The salesman must never score 
off a customer, that would be fatal. And 
the joy, too, on returning home, to explain 
and exhibit the marvellous bargains 
purchased, to recite the adventures 
experienced, and to tell of the wonderful 
sights and scenes in the fair, was great 
indeed. No wonder that fairs were 
popular. They broke the monotony of life ; 

people met their friends and relatives ; 
experiences were exchanged, courtships 
begun, marriages planned, business 
schemes set on foot. The old came to buy 
and to bargain, the young came to see the 
sights and to go to the theatres and shows. 
It was the lad's first glimpse of life ; the 
country girl's first peep at the doings of 
the town. Rough and ready, no doubt, but 
still it was an education, and it ushered 
country people into the presence of new 
ideas and experiences, and brought them 
into touch with a little of the news and the 
doings of a greater world than they before 
had known. The Bridgwater Theatre had 
its thrilling entertainments to offer, and 
the Horse Races held in the neighbour-
hood of the town proved ever a great 
attraction to the people.

Bridgwater also had other festivities 
and joys. Eastover, not to be outdone by 
the western side of the town, celebrated 
its revels, which long held sway with 
great success. Sports were arranged on the 
usual scale and in the manner common to 
West- country towns, and the fun at these 
gatherings was fast and furious. The 
following note, published in a local 
newspaper on June 4th, 1832, might at 
first sight be a little misleading. It 
suggests a solemn municipal function.

The Anniversary Dinner of the Mayor and 
Corporation of Eastover was held at the Globe 
Inn, on Tuesday last, Edward Bryant, jun. 
Esq., in the Chair. An excellent dinner and 
ample attendance was provided by Mr. Thyer, 
whose endeavours to please were properly 
appreciated by a numerous and respectable 
party. It appeared to be equally the 
determination of the chairman and the 
company to avoid any topic that could by 
possibility break in upon the harmony which 
ought to prevail on such occasions. The party 
broke up at a late hour, highly pleased with the 
good feeling which had been displayed, and the 
good taste with which the duties of the Chair 
had been performed, under circumstances 
rendered unusually trying by passing events, 
and requiring no common degree of 
circumspection.

Eastover did not, as might be supposed 
from the above lines, possess a mayor and 
corporation, but it grew to be a sort of 
annual joke to seize upon some popular 
man, frequently the landlord of one of the 
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inns, and elect him a sort of mock mayor 
for the occasion. A highly festive dinner 
was part of the programme, which was 
duly announced in the newspapers with 
all solemnity. On May 27th, 1833, the 
coming event was thus advertised.

The Annual Dinner of the Mayor and 
Corporation of St. John's, Eastover, takes place 
on Wednesday next, at the Globe Tavern, 
when the Mayor elect will be installed with all 
the customary formalities. William Stradling, 
Esq., has been appointed to preside at the feast, 
and a numerous party is expected to honour 
the Mayor upon this occasion.

Eighteen hundred and thirty-two, of 
course, was the Reform Bill year, when 
political feeling ran high. Probably the 
Eastover mayor and corporation were 
exceedingly wise in excluding politics 
from discussion at their dinner. Mr. 
Thyer, of the Globe Inn, proved to be a 
very popular Eastover mayor. It was the 
custom to organise a great procession 
through the streets, through which the 
mayor of the day was carried, seated aloft 
in a chair gaily decked with laurels. 
Various inn- keepers or other popular 
persons were chosen year after year. Mr. 
York, landlord of the Ship Aground, took 
his turn in the high office ; Mr. Bullen, of 
the White Hart; Mr. Jesty, of the Bunch of 
Grapes; and Mr. Joseph Francis, the 
plumber. A greasy pole was erected near 
where Mr. Waddon's premises now stand, 
and the usual athletic contests, races, and 
so on were indulged in. The whole thing 
was got up to enliven the times and the 
people, and it was looked upon as an 
excellent joke. It was connected, obvious-
ly, very much with the inns and with 
those who frequented them, and 
sometimes the proceedings were possibly 
too jubilant.

Upon one occasion (it was during the 
mayoralty of Mr. Ford, i.e. a bona fide 
Mayor of Bridgwater, not an Eastover 
mayor) some farmers were assembled 
within the White Hart, and being excited, 
began to throw the bowls and pins from 
the skittle alley out of the windows at the 
crowd. The latter retorted, returning the 
bowls with a good deal of vehemence and 
smashing the windows to atoms. A most 
uproarious scene ensued, and eventually 
the Mayor had to read the Riot Act, the 

few constables present being utterly 
unable to quell the storm. This scene, 
however, was the outcome of severe 
political feeling, which was ever apt to 
assert itself upon the most trivial 
occasions. When it came, like Caesar, it 
conquered. Within the White Hart, it is 
alleged, were the Tories ; without were 
the Whigs. This, of course, explained 
everything. Such conduct was natural, 
nay, in the opinion of some, it was highly 
laudable. Politics in those days were 
useful in providing amusement as well as 
instruction ; they exonerated all excess, 
they condoned all violence. It was the way 
people enjoyed themselves sixty or 
seventy years ago.

On May the 29th, Oak Apple Day, the 
Pig Cross Revels, for the western part of 
Bridgwater, took place. Oak boughs were 
exhibited in front of all the inns, not so 
much, probably, from any intense feeling 
of affection towards the Stuarts as from a 
conviction that it was the proper thing to 
do, and that the custom in some remote 
way implied a knowledge of English 
history and a spirit of loyalty. Between the 
cattle market and the Mason’s Arms (in 
those days the inn was known as the 
Fighting Cocks) a greased high pole was 
erected, at the top of which a leg of 
mutton was placed, or possibly a box-hat. 
A man named Dando (he only died a few 
years ago) was a great hero in those days, 
and frequently won the leg of mutton or 
the hat. It was alleged, however, that he 
used snorters, which was presumably an 
irregular deed, calculated to give him an 
undue advantage over other competitors. 
A snorter was a hollow ring, grooved and 
provided with teeth like a saw, wherewith 
to bite the wood of the slippery pole. By 
fixing these to the hands and feet it was 
far easier to climb up. A wagon was also 
placed by the old Pig Cross (in front of the 
Blake Arms, once the Duke of Wellington), 
with a pole put up at each end, connected 
by a slack horizontal rope. From this rope 
penny rolls were suspended, which had 
been dipped in treacle. The boys who 
were competitors in the elegant contest 
had their hands tied behind them, and 
were ranged in a row of, say, half a dozen 
in front of the roll - laden rope. In the 
competition the boy was the winner who 
first finished eating his roll, a difficult and 
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sticky task. There was also jumping in 
sacks and athletic competitions of many 
kinds. A favourite event was the race 
provided for boys and girls, who started 
from the Tynte Arms up to the eastern end 
of St. Matthew's fields (at the top of West 
Street), and back again. Such were the Pig 
Cross revels of former days. There was an 
element of roughness about them, beyond 
doubt. And sometimes, of course, un-
desirable characters assembled at them, as 
was inevitable. But the constables were 
there, and there was always the fear of the 
old gaol in Fore Street. This solemn -
looking building was adorned in front 
with a festoon of fetters or gyves, well 
calculated to strike terror into the hearts 
of evil doers. Four of the gaol-keepers are 
still remembered : Mr. Green, Mr. Cover, 
Mr. James Bussell, and Mr. Thomas Lear, 
who afterwards became superintendent of 
the police. Part of the old gaol wall is still 
standing, and can be seen behind Messrs. 
Bond's premises in Fore Street near the 
bridge.

The weekly markets were, too, 
important events in their way. With the 
stern exigencies of business were mingled 
the ulterior joys of chats at the inns, 
lengthy conversations, social amenities, 
and thrilling items of gossip. It was a joy 
to watch the coaches pass through, start, 
and stop ; and to express the opinion that 
they were rapidly approaching perfection, 
that their speed could not ever be greatly 
increased, and that the trade in horses 
must inevitably develop enormously 
owing to the many demands of the 
coaches during, say, the next hundred 
years. When the railroads at length came 
in they were suspiciously sniffed at for a 
long time, partly because it was thought 
that there must be something diabolical 
within the mind which could make things 
run by themselves, and partly because it 
seemed so utterly wicked to depreciate 
the trade in coach- horses, which then had 
risen to its zenith and which promised so 
well. As the royal mail ran through the 
town, with old Bishop the guard on the 
top, wearing a red coat with yellow 
trimmings, and blowing a long horn, it 
was felt that Providence had done well in 
permitting the evolution of coaches and 
coaching, and that it seemed a pity to 
disturb so excellent a way.

How greatly things have changed since 
then, and what strange and unforeseen 
developments the rail- roads produced ! 
They upset the balance of things, it was 
felt; and so they did. In those days 
numbers of calves were brought into the 
town every year from Dorset, in the 
spring-time, for sale. They were located in 
front of where the police station now is. 
From their persistent and pathetic 
bleating they were known as the 
Dorsetshire band. But the custom came to 
an end soon after the railways were 
opened. Parsons wore wigs in church — 
and frequently out of it — then ; it was the 
proper thing to do. In 1820 it was laid 
down in the trust deed of a Non-
conformist chapel that no minister who 
presumed to wear trousers should be 
permitted to officiate there. He must 
adhere to the comely orthodox knee-
breeches of the period. Change in those 
times was feared and disliked more than 
it is now. With the increased possibility of 
travelling about the country, and of seeing 
new places, people, and customs, there 
came a change of habit in almost every 
relationship of life — recreations, 
amusements, public and private 
festivities, assumed new shapes. They 
assumed them, too, with a speed which 
was absolutely bewildering to the old, 
and which dazed minds which had grown 
accustomed to the quieter days of the 
Georges, when most people stayed at 
home.

Considerably later on there was one 
spectacle, which, though it is not to be 
reckoned as an amusement, was an object 
of intense interest to the people. This was 
the entrance into the town of Brother 
Prince, from the Agapemone at Spaxton. 
He would drive in at times seated in an 
open carriage drawn by four horses with 
two postillions. Four blood hounds 
followed the carriage ; four or six out-
riders accompanied it. Sometimes he 
would stop where the Blake statue now 
stands, and there much speaking and 
exhortation took place. He was heralded, 
on some of his journeys, by an out-rider 
preceding the carriage, who would call 
out loudly at intervals, “Behold, he 
cometh ! “ There was in the minds of 
certain people, no doubt, some awe at this 
strange scene. To the majority it was only 
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a pretty sight ; to some it was even a 
ridiculous one. It is past history now, but 
in former days it was one of the things 
which appealed to the imagination of 
many a spectator, who wondered dimly 
what such things could mean.

As well as the public amusements, 
such as fairs and markets, in the joys of 
which all people could share, there were 
the elect and private entertainments 
confined to the public bodies and to 
certain circles of friends. The mayor's 
annual feast was a great event, conducted 
in considerable pomp and with laudable 
feats of eating and drinking. Great was 
the desire to be an invited guest, and the 
order of precedence was rigidly observed. 
The occasion was one of some importance 
politically, and in the eighteenth century 
great people, such as Lord Poulett, would 
attend in order, if possible, deftly to 
influence the voting by means of an after-
dinner speech. George Bubb Dodington 
alludes to this in his diary. But later on the 
feelings grew so high that politics had to 
be tabooed at the mayor's hospitable 
board.

There was, within the last sixty years, 
more dining out than exists nowadays. 
Social hours and habits have changed. For 
a long time four o'clock was the fashion-
able hour for a dinner, then it got to five, 
and at length to six. This left a long even- 
ing for playing whist and for conver-
sation, and, perhaps, for the consumption 
of port. Those who can remember those 
days aver, with probability, that 
conversation was studied then, and was 
practised almost as a fine art. A little tit-
bit of news or a bon-mot was hoarded up 
all day until the guests gathered around 
the festive board in the evening. Evening 
newspapers and telegrams have gone far 
to destroy such habits as these. There was 
some hard drinking, no doubt. One 
gentleman well known at that day in 
Bridgwater society determined to 
advocate strict temperance, and to insist 
upon his guests observing it also. This 
was in the quite early years of the 
nineteenth century. He invited eleven 
guests to dinner (he lived in Castle Street) 
and said, Gentlemen, we will abolish these 
drinking habits. Rigid temperance shall be our 
rule. You see on the sideboard all the wine you 
will have to night. They looked, and saw 

twelve comely bottles of port, one to each 
man. Thus was temperance inaugurated 
at the doctor's dinner party. Such 
unheard-of abstinence then was rare, and 
the event was considered to be historical 
and exemplary, as well as Spartan-like in 
its rigid moderation, and almost cruel in 
its enforced self- denial.

Reading formed but a small part of 
recreation then. The French wars, the fate 
of Buonaparte, and politics absorbed most 
men's interests. Books were not very 
widely read, and they were not 
numerous. Of course there were a few 
students, but they were rarae aves. In the 
time of George the Fourth and William 
the Fourth there was no great stimulus to 
study or to read, and no inordinate desire 
for it. When Queen Victoria ascended the 
throne, however, the change in people's 
habits came. It came slowly to be realised 
that the cult of literature is one of the 
greatest and most abiding of human joys, 
and that as a recreative force it has 
probably no equal in the world.
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